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INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION OF POTDEVIN TYPE NTZ GLUING MACHINES 

TO SET UP MACHINE: See parts list for illustrations. Clean the machine of all dust. Wipe off 

the rollers with a rag. Place the machine on sturdy table or bench. (Portable floor stand may be 
obtained from Potdevin Machine Co., if desired). Oil the machine with medium oil in the oil wells 
provided, daily. Place heavy grease on gears occasionally. 

Check the motor plate with your current and voltage before plugging the extension cord into your 
circuit. 

PASTE & GLUE: Frequently, different adhesives are needed for machines than you have 

accustomed to for brushwork. Your adhesive supplier can give you valuable aid in solving this 
problem. Animal glues and practically all other glues are used thinner than brushes. Occasionally 
thin glue with water. 

Before turning on the motor, turn the machine by hand, by means of the Hand wheel (Z-1281A) to be 
sure the rollers are free. 

r" OPERA TING MACHINE: Pour the prepared glue or paste into the machine making sure that it is 

enough to coat the glue roller. 

Set the regulator dial at #4 position. This dial regulates the position of the tank roller allowing more 
or less glue to be transferred to the coating rollers. The higher the number, the heavier the coating. 

If, for any given dial settings, there is more glue on one end of the glue roller than the other, the 
adjustments on each end of the machine must be adjusted. This is accomplished by the following: 

On the inside of each frame, there is a Cast Bracket, which is mounted on the adjusting shaft. This 
bracket has two round head screws, one directly above the other. By loosening the bottom screw by 
a one-quarter turn, this will permit you to turn the adjusting screw '(which is the top one) either 
clockwise or counterclockwise. Clockwise position will decrease the amount of glue on whatever 
end of the roller you are adjusting. Counter-clockwise will increase the amount of glue. 

When you have obtained the desired amount of glue pertaining to the number you have set on the 
dial, turn the bottom screw one-quarter turn. By turning the bottom screw, this will hold the 
adjusting screw in place, preventing it from vibrating loose and changing the adjustment. 

When adjusting the feed rollers, it is a good practice to get the feed roller at the desired thickness of 
material you tend to glue. Do this before turning the machine on. Take a sample piece of paper or 
cardboard and place it between the coating roller and the feed roller. Then adjust the thumbscrews 
on the left and right that are in the feeding brackets so that there is enough clearance between the 
paper and the cardboard that is being glued and the coating roller. Use a s&mple piece of material as 
a feeler gauge. 

If, when feeding material through the machine, an accumulation of glue is squeezed on the trailing 
edge of the material being coated, check the following: 
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Procedure For Cleaning 
NTZ and Removable Tank Type Z-Gluers 

1) Tum coating dial to "1 ".

2) Disconnect electrical power to equipment.

... ·-----�31J3efor.e_ working on machine, check to .. see,_b.y_tuming "ON switch, if power 
is off. 

4) Lower tank (adhesive reservoir) by use of lever·on side of machine .

5) Drain tank.
;, 

6) After draining glue from tank, fill tank with water.

7) Return tank to original position - using lever on side of machine.

8) Open coating dial to #10 setting.

9) Turn ON electrical current.

10) Run machine to dissolve glue on rollers.

11) Shut OFF electrical current.

12) Lower adhesive reservoir and drain water from tank; wipe tank dry.

13) By using hand wheel, turn rollers and wipe rollers.
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